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yet. We're still under contract. and
there are some details that still have
to be worked out."
Mikulsky said there might be rwo
reasons why the owner decided to
sell. First, she compared it to own-
ing a "hot rod. You know you can
get more money for it from the next
guy." Second, Mikulsky con-
tinued: "Also, what happens is an
By Ivan eint,fon
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19th STREET BUILDING LOST
Susaa Locke
Baruch College has lost the 19th
Street building, at 226 Park Avenue-
South, to the Catalano Kornblum
Development Corp., which bought
ell: the building for an estimated $18
~ million from La Salle Industries.
...J
~ According to Marilyn Mikulsky,z
f Director of the Office of Campus
.. ~ Planning and Facilities, the sale
~ "came as a very big shock."
U.I. .....
!;; "Baruch does not have the au-
thority to purchase the building,"
declared Mikulsky, pointing out
that the money appropriated,
which was $20 million dollars, was
provided by the New York State
Dormitory Authority. The sum was
to be used to purchase the site and
for the engineering and technical
services to be rendered. In addition,
Committee, recalled, "In my role Baruch entered into a joint venture
as chair, in consultation with the with the State University of New
Dean of Liberal Arts Office, there York's School of Optometry to
was a common sentiment between purchase and occupy the building.
us that w.hat's good for the Sch.ool Mikulsky explained that. Baruch
d I owner knows that when be's sellingof Business stu ents certarn y entered into the deal with SUNY
ood f h Sch I f - to a public .insritnrion, there are ad-
should be g . or t e . 00 0 because, uWe had a ~er c~ vantages -and disadva~~~·.. .
Liberal Arts:;. if w~. ~kiR8 ~~__·of.obtainiI1'g:tbe'funding in a Joint advantage IS' the're-~ate UifltA:IIf!l ..... r1srer:5i
their (business students) educationr venture:" - ..
be enriched in the area of . mechanisms to be considered, such
humanities, sbould we Dot~.the- _.issu~;~~~:~I~:: __~.~a_x~_~~~~~~ts ....!?~.~sadvan- _. .~_.__.
ContiJaaJ Oft PrlIe-1--- .. n .' ...~. .., ta~ ~s..t s a long process. .
~ld because of red ta~, accord- Elaborating on the options
109 to sources who WIshed to re- available to an owner when- he sells
main anonymous. In addition, privately, Mikulsky said, "The ad-
because of the lengthy approval vantage is a private party will put
process of the CUNY Boar~ of up the $18 million; the disadvan-
Trustees and the Dormitory rage, no fringe benefits."
Authority, the value of. the real Another reason, Mikulsky spec-
estate rose, delaying Baruch and ulated, that the building was
SUNY further. bought was, "There's been a major
The Ticker contacted Michael movement in real estate in Manhat-
Strouss, representative of La Salle tan. This neighborhood became
Industries. When asked to verify very hot."
the sale price, Strouss replied, Mikulsky said her office is going
"Look, I don't know who you to look for another building. She
think you are, but I don't want to said she had three possibilities "in
comment on anything that per- the neighborhood," but declined to
sonal. I don't want to continue with say exactly where they were. She
this, ok?" Strouss refused to com- 'said they were "north and south of
ment further. 23rd Street," but added no specific
Peter Catalano, part owner of details.
Catalano Kornblum, was similarly When asked why Baruch did not
reluctant to speak about the try to foresee or guard against this
building, but did say, "I'd like to eventuality, Mikulsky replied, "I
give you more information, but I'm talked to the owner of the building
in a very awkward position here. every day. He constantly told me he
The building has not been closed would sell the building."
Senior Colleges; Flerida Negron
(Hostos.) Vice Chair, Community
Colleges; Marc Rose (Queens,) Vice
Chair, Legislative Affairs; Esther
Mitchell (BMCC,) Vice Chair,
Evening Affairs; Adelina S1. Claire
(City,) Vice Chair, Graduate Af-
fairs and Charles Andrews
(Lehrnan.) Vice Chair, Fiscal Af-
fairs.
All the officers, with the excep-
tion of S1. Claire who defeated
Keith Fullerton, ran unopposed. In '
last year's 'election, two Baruch
students, Salvador Cheda and
Steven Sales, were elected to the
Vice Chair posts of Legislative Af-
fairs and Fiscal Affairs, respective-
ly. Cheda and Sales have since
graduated.
..,.





e Wins Second Term
University Student Senate (USS)
elections were held Sunday,
January 22 at CUNY headquaters
on East 80th Street. The seven of-
ficers elected comprise the steering
committee of the body which
represents CUNY students in
legislative efforts and dealings with
the Chancellor's office.
Officers are elected by majority
vote of USS delegates. Each
CUNY school elects or appoints a
campus representative to serve as a
USS delegate. All delegates are
eligible to nominate or be
nominated for an officer's post.
The officers, who -will serve one
year terms, are: Melvin Lowe
(Hunter.) Chairperson; . Carol
Atkins (Medgar Evers.)Vice Chair,
a
A revision of the base curriculum
for students in the School of
Liberal Arts was recently com-
pleted, but these changes are not
expected to be [mplemented in the
near future, and students currently
attending Baruch will not be af-
fected.
The moVement' to rev,seth~
liberal arts curriculum had its
beginnings in the School of
Business and Public Administra-
tion a few years back. At the re-
quest of Samuel F. Thomas, former
dean of the School of Business, an
ad hoc committee was formed that
examined the adequacy of the
liberal arts base curriculum for its
students. It was interaction be-
tween this committee and a similar
committee in the School of Liberal
Arts that prompted the School of
Liberal Arts to reexamine the struc-
ture of its base curriculum.
As Dr. Susan Locke, Chairper-
son of the Liberal Arts Curriculum






students, even with 20070 off.
The heart of the Macintosh is the
Motorola-68000 microprocessor,
one of the fastest and most power-
ful in the market. This allows the
computer to process complicated
programs at speeds reportedly
faster than the PC or the Digital
Electronics Corp.(DEC)Rainbow.
The "Mac" has a built-in 9-inch
black and white screen, a detach-
able keyboard and a 3 1/ 2-inch disc
drive. It also has a "mouse, " a box
the size of a pack of cigarettes that
is used to move the cursor key and
enter commands. For example, to
remove an unwanted file, one uses
the mouse to fetch an icon of a tiny
file folder across the screen to an
image of a garbage can.
Continued on Page 5
CUNY students will soon be able.
to purchase the latest Apple per-
sonal computer, the Macintosh, for
about $1,000 (list price $2,5(0)
under a deal CUNY and 23 other
colleges and universities worked
out with Apple recently.
Under this deal, each institution
will agree to buy a certain amount
of Apple products - mostly the
Macintosh and the Lisa computers
in the next three years, in exchange
for Apple selling the Macintosh· to
students, faculty and staff at dis-
counted prices. In addition to
CUNY, some of the other institu-





This deal was announced two
weeks ago, but specific details
about them and how students can
buy .tile QIOmpu.teI" are stin· being
-wottecr oor: ---- ---
Baruch, at present, has an on-
g~!hg~:aeal ··witb- Trifenialional .
Business Machines (IBM) for the
faculty and staff to purchase the
P.C. at a 200Je discount. The prob-
lems are that this deal is not extend-
ed to students and the P .C. is still
beyond the budget of most
•
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DIALECTICS
Great Nation?
Go Out And Vote!
---"'
East junkets.
-l'tejtidke is the reason wb) Jackson has
to defend a legitimate contribution to an
organization he headed before becoming a
candidate. There IS no stampede to
challenge the other Presidential candidates
on funds coming from special interest
groups. If there were one, you may very
well find that the candidates with the big
dough may well have mortgaged their souls
from New Hampshire to the White HC:Jse
and back. Mondale's, Glenn's, and
Reagan's campaign contri but i o ns ,
however, have not been challenged because
they are establishment politicians. Con-
tributions to non-political Push-Excel have
been questioned because Jackson is as anti-
establishment as they come - he's black.
The subtle racism that pervades the
media is evidenced by how differently the
media portrays a similar action by people of
different races. After the first Democratic
Presidential debate in New Hampshire,
Mondale became the darling of the news
media by saying "baloney." By focusing on
his so-called "spirited remark" rather than
on the content of what the candidates had
said, the media in effect declared Mondale
the winner of the debate. However, if
Jackson had said "baloney," the media's
lead story would have probably been"Jesse
Loses Control - Does Poorly In Debate."
Continued on Page 4
midable but it usually amounts to nothing.
He has a strong following among
minorities, the poor, and third-world in-
tellectuals; but it won't amount to much ex-
cept, perhaps, in some of the big cities, ifhe
lasts that long. His friendship with Arab
leaders, his silly rhymes about the out-
house and the White House, and his
demagoguery when it comes to blaming
Reagan for the plight of the poor is quite ir-
ritating coming from a grown man. Never-
theless, he was the clear winner in the Dart-
mouth debate which makes him the most
exciting personality to watch but makes
Mondale look even duller.
4. Ernest Hollings. His good traits are his
wit, his Southern drawl, and his fiscal semi-
conservatism. However, the Democrats are-
in no mood for another Southerner, be it
Carter, Hollings, or Askew. Possible VP
spot for both men, though.
5. Gary Hart. Mr. Hart is the man who
engineered McGovern's victory in
Massachusetts in 1972. No one seriously
expects him to do much better for himself.
6. George McGovern. I can't imagine why
anyone who lost as badly as he did would
even think of running again. My guess is
that he there so that Mondale will come
across as a centrist. Once again, McGovern
is a failure.
7. Alan Cranston. The only candidate who
can move to the number two spot if Glenn's
campaign nosedives. However, Cranston is
catering to the same crowd as McGovern,
Jackson, Mondale et al. No matter who
says it, .this left-lib rhetoric won't play in
Peoria.
8. Ronald Reagan. "I Ronald Reagan, do
solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute
the Office of the president ... " once again.
By MaDAY Ta~~1'8S
What's all this I've been hearing about
the Arabs contributing $100,000 to Push-
Excel? It just goes to show you, if it isn't
one thing, it's another. When The New
York Times isn't attacking Jesse Jackson
for going to Syria, it's jumping on him for
an Arab contribution to Push-Excel. Could
it be that a conservative publication, The
Times to be exact, is letting its political
preferences interfere with journalistic fair
play?
There is absolutely nothing wrong with
Push-Excel accepting money from Arab
sources. The organization is dedicated to
promoting education among underprivi-
leged black children. To say that Push-
Excel should have rejected the Arab money
is to say that the organization should put
public relations above the welfare of the
children it is pledged to serve.
There is also no law that says that Arabs
cannot donate money to help underprivi-
leged children. To Imply that there were
ulterior motives for the contribution is
ridiculous because no political gain can be
had by donating money to an organization
with no real political power. This is not to
say that Arab nations have not tried to buy
political influence - just ask congressmen
who have been treated like royalty on Mid-
By Cary Federman
Jesse Jackson, The Arabs
and The New York Times
The race for the presidency has forced me
to make a few observations worth
remembering come election day:
I. Walter Mondale. The front-runner in
both opinion polls and in contributions. So
far he has raised a little over 9 million
dollars and has, without a doubt, one of the
best organized campaigns iJL- recent
memory. His problems, no libubt, are
numerous. He has a reputation as being
dull, for example. Some critics say that this
is patently false; Walter Mondale is not
dull, he's boring. Be that as it may, his real
problem is his reputation as being a big
spender, a promisor to every interest group
willing to listen to him, and his having been
Jimmy Carter's vice-president. It seems
likely that Mr. Mondale will give the accep-
tance speech in San Francisco this summer,
which could only compound his problems
because that means -he will have to face
President Reagan soon after. Mondale is no
match for the President when it comes to
debating. Reagan by a TKO.
2. John Glenn. His image is perfect, so why
is he slipping in the polls? No doubt the
American people see Glenn as a hero but he
is in no way the next Eisenhower. His
oratory is weak, his positions are sometimes
confusing and usually wind up being
nothing more than the same liberal solu-
tions that every politician since FOR has
showered on us. My guess is that there will
be a reconciliation between him and Mon-
dale. Look for him as second on the ticket
in San Francisco.
3. The Rev. Jesse Jackson. The Polonius of
the campaign. His oratory is fierce and for-
Opinions expressed here are not
necessarily those of The Ticker.
Responses will be printed as letters
to the Editors. Original articles will
be printed at the reasonable discre-
tion of the Dialectics Editor.









three articles. He is not going to sit down
and write two whole tabloid-sized pages.
It is very easy to sit back and criticize.
This semester, there are forty students
working at the Ticker, including typists,
proofreaders, office managers and editors.
Many of the writers write a maximum of
two or three articles per semester. The
Ticker is published fortnightly-one week
for writing and one week for production.
Production refers to manually developing
photographs, laying out the newspaper,
pasting up and putting the paper to bed. All
this is done by students who carry a full-
time load and work part-time.
The reader can sense from the above in-
side story that editors at the Ticker work
within great constraints. We are not asking
for your sympathy. We do it because we en-
joy it. But students of Baruch, instead of
assuming a superior position .through
criticism, can help make The Ticker a better
paper by contributing to it. If any student
feels that the articles are not up to her or his
standards, she or he is most welcome to
come and write for the paper. After all,
making The Ticker the best possible paper
IS our aim.
5. For those who prefer to get a disc-
drive rather than a Data-sette, the dealer
should be able to convert the communica-
tion program (in cassette) that comes with
your modem into the disc, at a price; or
check out your friends with disc-drives.
Alternatively, you can give me a call. I have
a friend who has the program in disc and
would be glad to reproduce it for you. My
number is inside .the copy of sign-on pro-
cedures available at The Ticker office.
6. Below is a list of Commodore hard-
ware with prices that are the lowest I have
come across, recently advertised in the
papers. Students should try to obtain copies
of the advertisements themselves, as some
dealers quote a different pnce on the
phone. Alternatively, with the advertise-
ments, students can approach places like
Crazy Eddie and Newmark & Lewis that
guarantee a lower price than their com-
petitors.
7. Once again, don't be ripped-off. It is·
already difficult for students to work and
study at the same time, without being
ripped-off when they need to buy
something useful. Take your time, go
through the advertisements, especially The
Times on Tuesday (Science section), The
Village Voice, and The Daily News, and cal!
the dealers listed below. You might save a
bundle.
8. Students and staff in no hurry to buy
a home computer and can afford $1,000
should wait for further details of the recent-
ly announced deal CUNY had with Apple
for the students and staff to buy the Macin- -
tosh for $1,000 (list price $2,500). It is a
very good deal indeed.
9. I will really appreciate it if fellow
students and faculty can drop me a note if
they either come across cheaper prices, or
have any suggestions pertaining to this arti-
cle. The plight of someone buying his/her
personal computer is something like a fresh-
man at Baruch is-person registration.










Dealers' numbers and papers where their
ads appear:
Harmony Video & Computer, 627-1000
(N.Y. Times); East 33rd; Typewriters &
Electronics, 686-1631 (V. Voice); The
Wiz, 396-0600 (V. Voice); World Trade
Electronics, 786-4322 (Post); Uncle
Steve, 226-4010 (V. Voice).
Buying a Personal Computer
By Aprajita Sikri
We. at the Ticker, have lately received
many letters complaining about the articles
on (he Dialectics pages. They have been
called racist, prejudiced, warped and what
not. Some have alleged that The Ticlcer has
become a "platform for racism."
I must confess that I, too, find some of
the ideas and opinions propounded on these
pages outrageous. But 1 also find some of
the views expressed on The New York
Times' Op-Ed pages as extremist. The
Times is a privately owned institution over
which it's owners can exercise some
leverage.
The Ticker is not. It is budgeted by the
school and IS a Raper by and for the
students. We cannot censor students' ideas
because we find them unethical. The editors
can only pick and choose the best among
the articles they receive, edit language and
syntax, not opinions, and print the best ar-
ticles.
However, if during the last two weeks of
school the Dialectics Editor receives a total
of three articles, he is going to print the
Planning to buy a Commodore home or
personal computer to enable you to sign-
on to the CUNY Computer? Read on; per-
haps you might be able to save yourself
some time and money. This writer recently
bought a fuIl Commodore 64 system and
would like to share some of the experi-
ences with the readers.
1. Please do no t get ripped-off! I have
had dealers quoting me prices for the Com-
modore disc-drives that range from $199 to
$269! In fact, the dealers who were display-
ing the Commodore system outside the
bookstore, in the first few days of school.
were charging about $150 more than what I
paid for the same stuff! Who gave those
people permission to ply their wares at
such insanely high prices on the college
ground! I really pity" greenhorn" students
who unsuspectingly buy their computer
from them.
2. To sign-on to the CUNY system, a
person wiII need a computer, a modem, a
tape recorder, and a TV monitor. Now be
careful about the Commodore modem. It
requires a modular telephone that can be
unplugged at the handset or else it will not
work. Check this out before buying it. And
remember, the Commodore 64 displays
only 40 columns per row. It can be expand-
ed to 80 columns by adding additional
software. For BASIC, FORTRAN. PL/l
and Assembler programming, 40 columns
is normally enough, but for Cobol program-
ming with its lengthy statements. a student
might need two lines to accommodate one
statement. And no, the computer does not
automatically expand to 80 columns, even
when it is signed-on to the CUNY system.
3. Please be aware that the modem
comes with a cassette that contains ~the
communication program to enable your
modem to "talk" over the telephone.
Therefore ... it is essential that you also buy
the Commodore Data-sette (recorder) that
will aIIow you to play this communication
program, and store and replay your other
programs as wen. If you are using your~
recorder, do make sure you have a special
cable/adaptor that can connect your re-
corder to your computer. My personal ad-
vice is to get the Data-sette, to save your-
self all the problems.
4. A few procedures (like the Job Con-
trol Language) must be done before stu-
dents ~n get access to the CUNY computer
with their modem. These procedures can
be best obtained from fellow classmates or
professors using the same system or from
The Ticker's office at Room 307 at the Stu-
dent Center. A copy will be available at no
charge.
By ED Choon I.eng
.
If You Want to Change The Ticker
Get Involved and Write
Eu Choon Leng
Following are a few Quotes from
his article that are self-explanatory
and certainly _self-incriminating:
-"there is more to being a citizen,
Horatio, than living in a rent-
subsidized apartment;" "If the
poor were in power, (and why give
power to govern others to in-
dividuals who cannot satisfactorily
govern their own personal lives?)
they would surely vote to increase
their own lot at the expense of the
more productive and enterprising
two classes." Rubbish!
If one is to believe in the merits
of a truly democratic and capitalist
system, like the Western world,
Japan etc., then the poor can never
be in power because they would
constitute only a minority, thanks
to a system that allows and helps
everyone to climb up the socio-
economic ladder. But in countries
like India, South Africa, El
Salvador, Philippines, where .. the
poor constitute a majority of the
population, due to many unjust
political and social policies, then in
a truly free and democratic elec-
tion, the poor (majority) would
come to power and hopefully cor-
rect the injustice. Federman called
this socialism, I call it national
liberation.
Such political systems, though
democratic (?) in nature, yet retain
unjust policies that firmly entrench
a majority of their population
below the poverty level, are good
examples of a mixture of oligarchy
and democracy that Federman
wants for this country.
Once again, the editor of the
Dialectics section. Edmund Un-
neland (an uItra-conservatist and a
good friend of Federman) decided
to throw ~cns-Ct'etion to the-wind. In .
trying to defend his position on
why he allows Federman's articles
to grace his section, he says he
would print articles on the merits of
child pornography and even incest
as long as they are well-written!
If the sole criteria for accepting
an article for print is how to use big
words like tirnocracy, oligarchy etc.
without any regards to the article's
usefulness or intellectual content,
then well what can I say, except it
will be a cold day in hell when this
writer lets such fascistic articles go
unchallenged.
submit a correct observation of
where we have come from political-
ly, and where we are now political-
ly.
I will make an assumption about
the "Baruch Community," and it is
that such student clubs or organiza-
tions like the African Students
Association, Black Students
Organization, Chinese Culture
Club, Education Society, Hispanic
Society, Italian Society, Jewish
Council, Political Science Society,
Spanish Club or the Vanguard
Students Coalition, if they all have
not taken offense yet, then
something is wrong.
These clubs, organizations 01-
societies should have requested that
such a writer be relieved of his jour-
nalistic duties until he attains a
higher skill of accurate informative
analytical reporting. I also recom-
mend that the paper should be
discontinued for its disservice to
its intellectual readership, if such
Continued on Page 7
Dear Editor:
It is with casual curiosity that I
read The Ticker since such publica-
tions are often directed towards a
captive audience and do not earn
their typesetting demand through a
solicitation of public patronage.
The Ticker should be mindful that
this advantage is not to be exploited
because its support or indirect sub-
sidy (taxing) is made up of our stu-
dent activity fee.
When 1 was questioned about
your December 13." Voting: A
Precious Privilegt:" expose I simply
thought it s writer (Cary Federman)
was just some mass communica-
tions major that had not yet taken
sufficient philosphy, history or
economics courses and was still
naive of man's political evolution.
However, when 1 became aware
that in the January 31, '84 issue he
attempted to justify his December
13 position because others had
become irate due to its assump-
tions, falsehoods, and flippant con-
clusions, it became evident to me to
More of the Sarne
More Letters on Page 7
To the Editor,,. .
With regard to the article
'-'Voting Rights and Wrongs" by
that fascist Cary Federman, that
appeared in the Jan. 31 issue of The
Ticker, not only did he shoot
himself in the foot, he managed to
stick it in his mouth too. His
arguments are not only contradic-
tory but some of his follow-up com-
ments on the poor are truly offen-
sive, crude, and without any
justification.
According to him, the best
government would be a mixture of
oligarchy and democracy. I serious-
ly do not know how in this country
it is .possible to mix oligarchy,
which according to my Webster's
dictionary is defined as •'govern-
ment by the few, a government in
which a small group of people exer-
cise control especially for corrupt
and selfish purposes," and democ-
racy which is defined as "a govern-
ment rule by the majority of the
people in the absencce of hereditary
or arbitrary class distinctions or
privileges." It would be like trying
to mix the system of government in
banana republics like Guatemala
and democracy like this country!
Federman aspires to do this by tak-
ing away the franchise from the
poor.
He also says, "timocracy
(government by property qualifica-
tions) is appealing because it will
not be dominated by the poor,"
who according to him are, "un-
wise, nor by the rich who are selfish
but by the middle class." By this
sentence alone, Federman had not
only insulted both the rich and the
poor, contradicted himself again,
but best of all shows what an idiot
he is.
~ - ~
If the above is true, then why
prevent only the poor from voting?
Shouldn't the rich be similarly
restricted too? It is thus all too
clear, Cary is not really concerned
with ancient political systems but is
in fact trying to cover up the fact
that he is a racist who attempts to
discredit the minorities by blaming
the poor (a large no. of which are
the minorities) for being a financial
burden to society. A close scrutiny
of his two articles (Jan, 31 and Dec.
13) will show what a sneakv and
slimy worm he is. His real inten-
tions must not be allowed to go un-
challenged.
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We live in one of the most prosperous nations in the world. yet there are still homeless
people (See story on page 13). New York, alone, is estimated to have over 100,000 people
who have nowhere to call home. This is a national disgrace.
Although a top Reagan Administration official claimed that there are" no hungry people
in America," anyone in touch with reality knows that to be false. The problem is not being
solved, because people like Ed Meese really think that there are no hungry people. Most
politicians and bureaucrats live in a vacuum - cut off from the people they represent.
It is the government's obligation to make sure that every citizen lives with at least a
minimal amount of dignity. We can only say that we are a great society if it includes all of us
- not a select few.
When the term "the greatness of America" is bandied about, it does not include those
who have fallen through the cracks in the system. If all the Ed Meeses in government were
forced to walk the streets with a former mental patient dumped in an ,. organizational re-
organization" and eat scraps from a garbage can, maybe they wouldn't call the nation great
until the situation was rectified.
This should not be made into a political issue. Everyone, Democrats and Republicans.
Liberals and Conservatives, should be ashamed. It would take so little to feed the hungry
and shelter the homeless. yet nothing much has been done, spare political hyperbole. Isn't
it time we help those who can't help themselves and be a truly great nation?
This year is an important one for all prospective voters. When November comes, the votes
cast will decide the direction this country will take until 1988.
However, an estimated 40010 of eligible voters do not vote. The heaviest percentage of
those fall into the ages of 18 to 24. In other words, you, the college student.
To address this error, the University Student Senate (USS) "has committed itself to regis-
tering as many CUNY students to vote as it can," according to an article in the Dec. 13, 1983
Ticker. 12,000 CUNY students were registered because of USS's efforts. This year, USS
wants to register all non-voting CUNY students.
In an important drive conducted by Day Session Student Government (OSSG,) Evening
~ Session Student Government (ESSA), and the Veterans Affairs Office, almost 600 students
were registered at Baruch. This development was reported in The Ticker's Jan. 31, 1984
Issue.
Wha.t does this all mean?
It means that students must register to vote. If you want a say in important issues like
financial aid or the draft, you must vote for the candidates you think will serve students'
special needs, and the needs of this country. If you haven't registered yet, do it now. Other-
wise, you may be sorry after November.
JKbo. : Too ........ hype'
Compu~ers
Continued from front page
The" Mac" now stands apart
from other P.C. "s because of its
revolutionary concepts of not hav-
ing any cursor keys and using a
3 1/ 2-inch disc instead of the usual
S1;4 -inch disc. The initial version
has 128K of random-access memo-
ry (RAM) and 64K or'read-only
memory (ROM) built into the
mouse. A more powerful S12K
RAM version is expected later this
year.
This deal has' been received with
great enthusiasm by students and
faculty members. Most have heard
about the Macintosh (from the
Orwellian-1984-type advertisement
on television) and are pleasantly
surprised that CUNY was one of 24
institutions selected. "The Mac-
intosh is a steal at that price," said
a student.
Even though the price of $1000
has been heavily discounted, many
students at Baruch may be hard-
pressed to find that kind of money.
Dean Florence Siegel had ex-
pressed concern on whether stu-
dents who cannot afford to buy a
system will be at a disadvantage.
According to the January 13 issue
of the National On-Campus Report.
some institutions like Western
Michigan University are either put-
ting up part of their endowments to
underwrite personal computer
loans for their students; or, like
Dartmouth College, plan to finance
the cost of the Macintosh over a
student's four-year college career
and is included in financial" aid
packages.
whether the Board is required to
take action, "and (D'Angelo) was.
assured it. was nor. The Chair-
person stated that the sentiment of
the Board is clear, and the point
will be conveyed appropriately."
Two other members of the Board
expressed opposition to the in-
crease. Paul P. Baard said he would
vote "no" on an increase. Melvin
E. Lowe, Chairperson of the
University Student Senate (USS)
and ex-officio member of the
board, urged the Board to pass a
resolution opposing the increase, as
USS did.
The Mid-Year Convocation,
sponsored 4Jy the Baruch College
Alumni Association, will be held
Sunday, Feb. 26th at 1:00 p.rn. in
the auditorium at 17 Lexington
Avenue. The ceremony honors
January 1984 graduates. Professor
Andrew Lavender of the English
Department will receive the Alumni
Association's Faculty Service





Students interested in applying
for any of the scholarships awarded
by the Undergraduate Financial
Aid Committee should pick up an
application form in the Office of
the Dean of Students, 360 Park
Avenue South, Room 1702.
These awards are based on
academic standing and merit. Com-
pleted applications should be re-






changes are primarily centered
around components in the Liberal
Ar.s Base of the business cur-
riculum. Whether requirements for
certain majors would be affected
remains to be determined by the
committee.
The committee will draw up a
recommendation which is presented
to tile faculty of the School of
Business, whose final approval will
be determined by their vote. Ac-
cording to Dean Francis J. Connel-
ly, a. member of the committee,
these curriculum changes are ex-
pected to be brought about as early
as this September; however.unajor
decisions by the committee are not
expected before the middle of this
semester.
The CUNY Board of Trustees'·
Committee on Fiscal Affairs is op-
posed to Governor Cuomo's pro-
posed tuition hike, accordingto the
minutes of the Board's Jan. 30th
meeting.
Armand D'Angelo, chairperson
of the committee, stated that "the
budget as proposed by "the State is
unacceptable," according to the
transcript. D'Angelo recommended
that the Board "should do
everything possible to fight this
kind of situation."
However, 0'Angelo "left to the
discretion" ofthe Board's Chair-
person, Joseph P. Murphy,
Three
Degrees
DSSG last year as an example,
White said that 28 people (herself,
the Vice-Presidents, and the
members of Upper and Lower
Council.) were not enough people
to conduct such an effort. "If you
had a Student Relations
Committee, " White explained,
"you could get more people to par-
ticipate. "
According to a source close to
DSSG, three council members op-
posed the measure: Jeffrey
Abrahams, Fred GuateIIi and Neil




Three CUNY faculty members
will be receiving honorary degrees
from the State University of New
York (SUNY). The instructors are
Abraham Briloff', Baruch College,
from SUNY at Binghamton; Henri
Peyre, Graduate School (Emeri-
tus.) from SUNY at Stony Brook;
and Arthur Schlesinger. Graduate
School, from SUNY at Albany.
The recent developments in the
School of Liberal Arts are being
closely examined by the Under-
graduate Curriculum Committee in
the School of Business, as part of
consideration for a curriculum
change in that school.
Febl1l8lY 14, 1984
TICKER TAKES
Successful Notetaking services are now being offered at some of
the leading universities in America. For example, UCLA, University
of California at Berkley, and the University of Washington, just to
name a few.
The Day Session Student Government is proud to endorse the ar-
rival of Neon Note Services, the notetaking service to Baruch Col-
lege. Qualified note-tkaers, students of higher academic standing,
will earn money taking notes in select lecture classes. These class
notes will then be .edited, published and distributed to subscribers
each week at a per term rate.
The D.S.S.G. feels the advent of the notetaking service can help
make Baruch College a more attractive school for incoming students
as well as bring it swiftly into the information age. Classes currently
- .
being serviced are Finance 2600 and Economics 1001 & 2. Look for







Good news for students doing
work at the terminals. John Di-
Mayo, the director of the Educa-
tion Computing Center (BeC) told
The Ticker that 30 new terminals, 4
full-screen terminals and a printer
for continuing education students
has been installed. A satellite center
at the 18th St. building with IS ter-
minals and its own remote printer
should also be operational by next
month.
Denise White, President of the
Day Session Student Government
(DSSG); said she was forming a
Student Relations Committee to get
more students involved in issues af-
fecting them.
White said the committee would
be composed of students who were
not elected to student government
posts, but of students who are
"concerned" about issues like
voter registration and tuition in-
creases.
"Students come in and say, 'I'd
like to participate'," said White.
"There's got to be a place to put
these people." White said one of
the reasons she wants this commit-
tee is manpower. Using the lobby-









favoring capital punishment. In his view the
most persuasive argument is that those who
commit mass murder, contract murder, tor-
ture murder, and rape murder have
declared war on their society; therefore, the
society should carry out a sentence consis-
tent with a state of war.
VII. The most imperative action. society
must change.
This writer does not mean to say that
poverty, in and of itself, causes crime.
However, a society where its prominent
people commit crimes and at least seem to
get more lenient treatment, and where its
major media of fiction continue to inform
people in their formative years that the
values on which' its institutions are based
are no longer in effect must expect great
numbers to lose respect for its laws. The
amendments to the Constitution effected by
the Supreme Court concerning abortion
and school prayer have contributed to the
process. I see in the decisions on abortion a
legitimization of licentiousness, and of an
attitude that the only human being about
whom one need be concerned- is oneself.
The abolition of school prayer has con-
tributed to the secularization of society by
doing away with the daily confirmation that
we, as a society (if not individually), owe an
allegiance to a Creator, concerned with our
moral development, and not only to merely
human institutions. . ,
The institutions free Western societies
were built on a presupposition of a general-
ly virtuous citizenry, among whom the
common values of Judaism and Christiani-
ty are accepted and adhered to. Without
virtue, the delicate state of balanced liberty
is tipped toward the abyss of licentiousness
and anarchy. I often see this age as being
the beginning of a new Dark Age. I have
been born into a society that is rapidly
becoming in the norm rather than the
remarked-upon exception, where no one
has an emotion without a chemical to create
or enhance it, where men and women are
degraded in beauty pageants. and night-
club revues like "Chippendales" by being
displayed as nothing more important than
masses of sculpted amino-acid compounds;
we are witnesses to the systematic destruc-
tion of all that is sacred, beautiful, or
moderate.
This column, admittedly, has ranged far
afield; however, this writer sees reverence
for the law sink to near non-existence, and
the major causes of this lack of respect is
shown in other aspects of the decline of
Western Civilization. Ultimately, the long-
term solution to crime is an emphasis at all
levels of American education on the roots
of the American political and social orders.
It is the duty of American education to
strongly stress the Constitutional order, and
develop a sense of fealty to that order. The
history of modern times gives one lesson as
a clarion call. We do away with the tradi-
tional moral and political consensus at our
own risk. Russell Kirk wrote, "Americans
generally retain a respect for their old moral
habits and their old political forms, because
those habits and forms express their
understanding of order. This attachment
has done much to preserve America from
the confused and violent change that
plagues modern nations." If President
Reagan does nothing except to use his
powers of persuasion to effect a reinstitu-
tion of these habits and forms, then he will
go down in my book as a great President.
By Edmund Unneland
Changing The Legal System
In his previous column, this writer pro-
mised some ideas on fighting crime. It must
be again emphasized that these are not
magic solutions, but steps that offer hope
for the reimposition of order and law in all
of New York City. Mentioned here are most-
ly items that are not considered when ways
to establish order are enunciated. We can-
not continue to have whole segments of the
population fear for their safety on our
streets, in our subways, in our parks, and
on our buses without making the conti-
nuance of free government "jess likely.
I. Have some grand juries sit at night.
Although they have their problems, the
existence of grand juries is valuable since
they force the prosecutor to go beyond the
criminal justice community and present her
or his case to a body of ordinary citizens.
However, since they all sit during business
hours, many victims cannot appear to give
needed testimony for financial reasons.
Too many solid cases are dismissed for just
this reason. Allowing some grand juries to
sit at night would prevent cases from being
dismissed for this reason, and would also
create a more diverse pool of jurors by
allowing those who find it difficult or im-
possible to serve during the day to fulfill
their obligation at a more convenient time.
II. The appointment of at least five more
Supreme Court Justices by President
Reagan.
The Supreme Court has become, in one
justice's lament, "a continuous constitu-
tional convention." The President should
appoint justices dedicated to living up to
their oaths to "support and defend the
Constitution" by interpreting that docu-
ment according to the original intent of its
framers, and renouncing the trend toward
de facto amendments.
III. Step up federal efforts to stop the flow
of drugs into this country.
A great deal has been done in this area by
the Reagan Administration. One thing that
might be considered is the use of Agent
Orange to defoliate drug-producing areas
where the national government refuses to
cooperate with American officials combat-
ting this problem. This would necessitate an
American denunciation of the treaty bann-
ing chemical weapons, but since the treaty
has not produced any lessening of the pro-
duction of chemical weapons by nations
hostile to this Union, no great change in
foreign relations should be expected as a
result. In any case, the aiding and abetting
of the shipment of illegal drugs should be
considered an act of war involving chemical
agents.
IV. The Transit Authority's police force
should re-institute its undercover program
on the buses, and the authority should
allow off-duty police to have free fares on
its buses.
These actions will lead to a substantial in-
crease in police presence and, one would
hope, in the safety of the passengers and
drivers. As it now stands, the bus driver is
the most exposed employee of the Transit
Authority. He or she is powerless to do
anything to enforce rules on fare-beatina
smoking and playing portable radios. Pro-
blems concerning order on buses are given
low priority unless a deadly weapon is used.
The ability of people to get away with the
lesser infractions can be seen as leading to
the incidence of crimes. This measure is
designed to strengthen the hand of the bus
driver and enforce the law through fear,
and eventually through respect.
V. Provide for 24-hour police patrols in
parks.
The parks today, instead of being a place
for rest and the enjoyment of nature amidst
the concrete jungle of this city, are too
often bases for unlawful activity, and/or
bivouac areas for gangs. The increase of the
presence of police in the parks could very
well lead to the reclamation of the parks by
the people who pay for their upkeep.
VI. Enact a death penalty for particularlv
horrid murders. -
This writer must confess that he is a re-
cent, and reluctant, convert to the side
The Ticker
that Israel has a right to exist. That,
however, isn't enough for the establishment
media because they view Israel as infallible
as the Roman Church views the Bishop of
Rome. Unfortunately, history has proven
the fallibility of everyone, including the
Bishop of Rome, Israel, and even The New
York Times.
"We live in an
age where liberals are willing to
employ smear tactics
to gain the upper hand."
dingly, those brave souls who dare to
criticize contemporary liberal ideology must
steel themselves from a veritable torrent of
caustic abuse. for such persons will be ac-
cused of being sexist, racist, fascistic.
paranoid, foul-mouthed, militaristic. and
short. .
Consequently, the example above is
nothing more than leftist neo-
McCarthyism. In other words, we live in an
age where contemporary liberals and leftists
of all stripes are more than willing to
employ smear ractics in order to gain the
upper hand. If you can't defeat your oppo-
nent's argument, all you'll need to do is
level insults at her or him. Even though
these arc the tactics of Senator Joe McCar-
thv , it makes link difference, since the
liberal-left (an be verv pragmatic when it
(ames to devising nasty methods. For those
who have nor heard of the good Senator. it
will ... uffice that he claimed that our govern-
ment was riddled with Soviet spies.
Although the invest iuat ion he led proved he
had justification 10 make such an assertion.
[he uri-American met hods he used led to his
downfall.
According 10 Norman Podhorer zs H hy
~Ve ~'Vere in Vietnam, McCarthvism
became the hallmark of the liberal-left "dur-
ing the Vietnam War:
"Indeed. in another of those reversals of
role to which the war kept giving rise, the
only substantial signs of McCarthyism in
the Vietnam era appeared on the Left. Thus
the investigations of the CI A hy several
Congressional committees in the seventies
were a mirror-image of (he Congressional
investigations of communists in the fifties.
Like committees of the McCarthy period.
those investigating the CIA featured daily
leaks of sensational investigations to a co-
operative press, which helped spread the
idea that the communists were guilty by
association, wit h even the evidence of
association turning out to be false."
Therefore, an American who travels to the
Stalinist prison camp known as North Viet-
nam, who dines with Ho Chi Minh, the
warden of this prison camp, who praises
that government 10 the skies, and who tells
the world American prisoners were being
treated well, is called a heroine, and an
honorable and courageous person. Con-
demn the Grenada invasion and praise
Maurice Bishop's little Russia in the sun,
and you'll be cheered. If you challenge
these assertions. then you'll be called a
fascist, racist, a war-monger, and short.
Page 4
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Entrenched anti-Arab feeling is the other
major reason why the donation has become
an issue. As far as segments of the news
media are concerned, Jackson committed
the unpardonable sin of saying that Palesti-
nians have rights - conr rary to what Israel
may say. Simultaneously. Jackson has said
Ry Fred Guatell!
McCarthyism on The Left:
Is Loyal Opposition
Dead in The U.S.?
Commenting upon the nature and the
unlimited power of the majority in his work
Dentocracv ill .,1 merica, a pencr rati ng
analysis of our ~·()lIng democracy. Alexis de
Tocqucvillc, a 19rh Century Frenchman.
wrote:
"It is in the examination of the exercise
of thought in the United States, that we
dearly perceive how far the power of the
majority surpasses all the powers with
which we are acquainted in Europe,
though it is an invisible and subtle power
that mocks all the efforts of tyranny. At the
present time, the most absolute monarch in
Europe cannot prevent certain opinions
hostile to t hcir aut hor it v from circulating in
secret t hr ouuh their dominion-. and even in. ~
their cour iv. It i-. no: ,,) in America: ~I' loru;
as the majority i ... "till undecided, dixcu-, ... ion
is carried on: but ~h ...01.)11 a... ih dec: ... ion i-, ir-
revocably pronounccd , cv cr yonc i-, .... ilcnt ,
and (he friend-, a, well a, the opponent-, of
the measure unite in a""l'nring to it-, pr o-
priet y. The rca ....on 1)1" rhi ... i" pcrfcct lv clear:
no monarch is SI) ab ... olute as to combine all
(he powers of xociet y in hi... own hands and
to conquer all oppovit ion , a... a majority i,
able to do. which has (he right both of mak-
ing and executing the laws." And what of
those independeru ly-minded individuals
who refuse to knuckle under to the profane
rabble. As de Tocqueville tells us, the lot of
such people is a depressing one:
"In America, (he majority raises f,,)r-
rnidable barriers around the liberty of opi-
nion within these harriers, an author may
write what he pleases; but woe to him if he
goes beyond this. Not that he is in danger of
an Autodafe (Ed. note: the burning of a
heretic); but he is exposed to continued
obloquy and persecution.... " In other
words, de Tocqueville saw what happens
when unlimited rower in the form of the
unrestricted right of vor ing was placed in
the hands of the masses. Who says only
James Bond has the right to kill?
Although de Tocqueville wrote these
words in 1831, liule has changed since the
original publication of Democracy in
America: lillie has changed except that I he
tyranny of the majority has been sup-
plemented by the tyranny of contemporary
liberalism. Since the New Deal,· contem-
porary liberalism has been the ascendant
doctrine in America and of American in-
tellectuals who have swallowed it to t he
point where they have become nothing less
than a secular priesthood more fanatical
than the Societ v of Jesus and more riuid
" ~
than Opus Dei. Of course, those who dare
to challenge the ideological tenets of con-
temporary liberalism to the point of'unscr-
tling the smugness and complacency of.
American liberals will incur the wrath of




Rm.l04 - 24 St.
3:00-5:00 PM
EYENING SESSION
Rm .. 104 - 24 St.
6:00-1:00 PM
Department of Marketing make-
up and vaDdatJon exams will take
place on March 11, 1984.
Students must apply to the Cur-
ricular Guidance Ofrtee or the
Graduate Office before March 1,
1984 to be eligible to take this
exam.
£a_cu_ taken at either time.
StudeDas will not be DOtified but




tend that there is a democratic pro-
cess.
Dr. Eisenberg's students will
remember him as the teacher who
said, "Call me when you need me,
even if it's at midnight." When that
hierarchy which refused him his re-
appointment were busy playing ten-
nis and sailing their boats, Dr.
Eisenberg - was in the library or
working with students, proud of
the fact that someday they would
earn more money than he did. Oh,
they'Il Tind some excuse for what
they did to him, for twisting his
heart, until that heart prematurely
expired.
When I visited him in the
hosW~,_~fe~~s~f~jIcdied.
r was sn'ocked to fina' out 'rfiar he
and two students had been marking
_200 exam~ .. i~_h~~h<?~jt_a1 room.
When I asked him why he .had been
hospitalized, he replied, "I gave up
caring." To others he said. "I just
haven't got the heart to go on."
This year Dr. Eisenberg lost his
heart. Who's next? .
We, his friends, mourn him.
Thank you Ray Osterman and
Cathy Jurjevich who were devoted
students, who helped him mark ex-
ams on his death bed, and thanks to
all other students, colleagues and
friends who loved him.
Clearly there is a lack of leader-
ship. The blame for this tragedy
can be laid at the doorstep of a
heartless administration. An impo-
tent union has given Joel Segall this
tyrannical power. Someone should
answer for this inhumane treatment
of a dedicated educator. Changes
are in order.Lost Heart
of life in New York until 1965, not
the most reactionary year in
American history.
Third, granted that many im-
migrants came to this country il-
literate, but the fact is that a) they
knew that in or-der to survive and
"make it" they had to learn the
language and, b) in order to qualify
for the suffrage, a LITERACY
TEST had to have been passed.
Fourth, the fact that Mr. Leng's
friends have agreed that my column
was "Prejudiced, racist, morally
unethical," and just plain naughty
is a testimonial to the fact that Mr.
Leng associates with a bunch of il-
literate morons.
As:for the letter Fascism--1lt-me
Ticker? I will let Mr. Guatelli res-
pond as he sees fit. However, one
comment is in order. The constant
use of "fascism'? and "racism" in
the two letters is trite and annoying.
It takes away any semblace of civili-
ty and substitutes stupidity and
vileness. Indeed, The Ticker did not
become a forum of fascism by prin-
ting my column and Fred's article,
but it did lower itself by printing
Mr. Cuaderado's letter. Not only
did he not refute Mr. Guatelli's ar-
ticle, he told the world how jealous
he is that Mr. Guatelli can read and
he can't. What a pity.
Cary Federman
The Ticker does not consider
freedom of speech, «lowering
itself. " Aff members of the Baruch
Community, no matter what their








I would like to pose a question to
Cary Federman, concerning his
proposal that the "privilege" to
vote be taken away from the poor:
If America's poor are to be
restrained from voting, then
shouldn't they also be restrained
from fighting and dying for this
country in Lebanon and Grenada?
Rebuttal
"P - -I "rrvi ege
Dear Editor,
I like what Edmund Unneland
and Cary Federman write, I don't
like Eu Choon Leng (Letters, Jan.
31).
I am age 45, a junior year Ac-
counting major at Baruch. I have
been an effective amateur political
lobbyist for more than a decade.
A revised federal criminal code is
expected to become law this yeart
and I made it happen simply by
asking President Reagan to support
the concept.




To the Editor, On Tuesday January 24th, 1984
It seems that in the last issue of Joseph Eisenberg died. What the
the Ticker, Fred Guatelli and I were Holocaust couldn't do, the hierar-
roundly abused for treading on chy of Baruch College accorn-
liberal turf. The immaturity and plished. They destroyed his spirit.
viciousness of the two letters not- Joseph Eisenberg, Ph.D. was reap-
withstanding, the letters pointed as assistant professor by
demonstrated that virtue and the Dept. of Marketing and by the
moderation are indeed in short sup- School of Business. However, at
ply (as well as common sense and the college committee level, he was
civility) and therefore reinforced denied reappointment by people
my point about who should vote who had never met him. Heads had
and who should stay home and to roll, and he happened to be one
watch Leave it to Beaver. that they chose. They got rid of the
First, there was no reason for me ones who would make the. least
to back up my point about the cor- noise. Joe obliged by going Quietly
relation between poor voters and an away and dying.
increase in welfare programs He entered Academia because he
because I assumed everyone knew _ believed that he would be living in a
that the Democratic party was the decent and humane atmosphere,
party of the poor man and that but instead President Segall.
their desired goal was to relieve this capriciously knocked him down ,
distress through economic without even knowing what the
redistribution. In other words,you man stood for. Dr. Segall, never.
can't have one (poor people) even met Joseph Eisenberg. .
without the other (welfare). . The hierarchy pushed aside all .
.'. Second; frreraey tests-werell-fatt· "1tCOulliiendations, though they~- ... ...
The TIcker
are graduating with. a very narrow looking for."
range of education. " As to speculation that the schools
The curriculum was also devised of Liberal Arts and Business may
to benefit students in their post- be soon designing curricula that
baccalaureate pursuits; a primary would facilitate the transfer of
concern, accordinz to Locke, is the students between schools, she
students' acquisition of skills in replied, "The feeling was that there
writing, basic thinking and logic. is such a thing as a broad-based
"The student may have a fair edueation that's applicable to all
amount of technical knowledge, educated people; and we may end
but that they're not broad-based in up in a situation where the School
their education sufficiently to of Business may set fewer re-
satisfy the medical schools and quirements than does the School of
MBA-pr~grams---and-law--seheels.-'~'-~ Li~FaI Arts. But-We-hope that,'--to--
Upon mentioning an analysis of re- whatever extent possible, there
cent Baruch graduates, which would be some uniformity between
revealed that a significant number the two schools."
of students graduated without ever Locke reports that the new cur-
taking courses in certain Liberal riculum will DDt be ready for im-
Arts subjects, she added, "The plementation until the fall semester
broad sentiment was that 'to in- of 1985, and that the requirements
troduce some structure would be to would not affect matriculated
the benefit of students not only in students, but that they would apply
the intrinsic sense, for a better to students entering Baruch in the
education, but in the pragmatic fall of 1985. She admits, however,
sense, that this is what graduate that the committee is still trying to
schools and this is what the poten- determine provisions for incoming
tial employers are increasingly transfer students.
and Discourse wrote at a time when
inherited monarchism accented
with strong nationalism was wrestl- .
ing with the state and church issue
and he thought unscrupulous
deceptive tactics was the way to
order society (nowadays called fas-
cism). Bordering on this Machi-
avellian approach is the present
rugged individualism policies of the
Reagan Administration.
Individuals are placed against the
giant institutions, forgetting how
collective bargaining initiated the
participation of government in-
dustry and labor, as a positive
development emphasis.' Pressure
groups are now viewed as the
stabilizing classes in society since
their funds can afford their can-
didate with constant contact with
his .electoral masses. It 1IUL'it be
remembered that the current
systems, 'wherever enacted, are rig-
ged so that the most prosperous
class could choose to be apolitical
or not pay taxes and therefore the
Robin Hood. definition of
Socialism is not acceptable as it was
presented in the article.
. Socialism as set forth by J .S.
Mills or Engels was not a liberal
political model but an activity that
they thought would be a deliberate-
politics. This socialism of Mills,
Engels or Marx. which Mr. Feder-
man the budding writer of foggy
ideas fears. is almost already com-
pletely enacted in this country but it
goes under another disguise to save
the Red Scare (communism) as the
scape goat.
Mr. Federman closes his January
31 st article with the pitfalls of
timocracy, dashing it out like his
easily put-on Walkman of his De-
cember 13th story. He does not
give us a solution but is fearing
unexpected election results will in-
crease the taxes he pays. Most
clearer thinking people know that
our present drive. due to the con-
flicts of misunderstanding the past
and the efforts to recompense
former misappropriations served
on individuals because of race, col-
or, sex, or creed, need not bog us
down from seeing that the new
political model for future genera-
tions will be meritocracy. In closing
I cite -another of Abraham
Lincoln's quotes. since our political
system has become infused with a
denial of being ou"'J:*other's
keeper. "The dogmas of the quiet
past are inadequate to the stormy
present. The occasion is piled high
with difficulty and we must rise
with the occasion. As our case is






Continued from Page I
same of Liberal Arts students, or
even more so."
A broad range of consultation
ensued as the committee worked.
with the help of representatives
from each of the departments of
the School of Liberal Arts, in devis-
ing a new base curriculum. Finally,
at a meeting in December, the com-
mittee presented their revised cur-
~1~~J_~Jh~.Ii~Tid._arts.faculty,
who. voted their approval.
The reasons for the revisions
were twofold: the curriculum was
revised along the line of undoing a
nationwide movement among col-
lege students in the late 1960's for
autonomy in curriculum selection;
Locke said that those years were
marked by a reduction of specific
courses in base curricula among
many colleges. "It may not be such
a good curricular idea to allow the
base to be very unspecified, because
it substantial number of students
A strong government does not
necessarily mean a stable govern-
ment. Is four years the hallowed
measurement of stability or
strength in a government? What
leads to a strong government is sup-
port for the regime. What leads to a
stable government is a civility that
awaits the fulfillment of its
economic, military and political
goals, that can be achieved during
its office occupation. Allowances in
both a strong government and
stable government must be made
for . the unusual or unexpected Sincerely,
situations.. MacmaveUi-in.nis Pf"Hlre- . - - - - - - --- . - - - -, -- - - ··PauI Pratt
reporting persists, and that our stu-
dent organizations be aroused on
such matters.
Today, in our modern society, a
driver's license is recognized as a
first piece of identification for an
adult. If the securing of such a
peripheral object is placed in the
school system as apriority. why is
voter registration not given the
same prominence? To make voting
a privilege would be a mockery of
the strides made in the centuries
towards suffage movements world
wide. Furthermore, illiteracy is en-
dorsed and reinforced by the
political system when one removes
the superficial approach of Mr.
Federman.
Nationally. the symbols of the
donkey or the elephant are all one
needs to recognize his political
affiliation. In reality there is no dif-
ference between the Democrats and
the Republicans, as is subtly being
suggested by the article. Mr. Feder-
man writes as though George
Washington was elected by the big-
gest group of people Of his time, the
American Indian. He forgets that
the frontiersmen "Were mainly of
various European ancestry and
were farmers, smugglers, mer-
chants and artisans.
Party alliance by most of the
voting public historically in the
United States is one of emotional
attachment brought out by a tradi-
tional accounting of the casting of
ballots. There are many others who
subcribe to Mr. Federman's lunacy
that the "silent majority" that suf-
fers the misfortune of being less
economically endowed or those not
politically astute are nonentities
and therefore tilt the balance of
prosperity away from an affulent
society.
p.rn.,
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sidered attractive by whatever is the current
standard applied by American men. The
aerobic routines, while ostensibly judging
physical ability and the co-ordination of the
routine with the music chosen, instead
seemed designed for the exhibition of
various erogenous zones.
While the participants were changing
clothes, and to break up the telecast to
some extent, entertainment was provided
by the Honolulu Boys Choir, a group of
female "native dancers" from a nearby
tourist trap, and Engelbert Humperdinck.
The choir was decent, given the difrJCU't
limitations of the repertoire for such choral
groups there was not muchmore tl)ej'cQ!Jld ,
. do except sing with exaggeratedly proper
diction a syrupy piece about that hackneyed
word "Aloha." The dancers, most of
whomlooked better than the participants in
the pageant, gave a fine demonstration of
the vestigal remains of an art form
destroyed in the process of Hawaii's annex-
ation by this Union. Engelbert Hurnper-
dinck sounded like the epitome of a Las
Vegas nightclub singer who specializes in
music no more complicated than thai used
by Muzak.
The chief gimmick was the provision for
a ten-minute period in which viewers could
call a number in the "900" area-code and
vote for one of three finalists to be pro-
claimed The Most Beautiful Girl in the
World by the pageant. (It seems very in-
teresting t hat no provision was made for
those parts of the world outside North
America to conveniently vote for the one to
hold this apparently global title.) This
writer is disappointed that the telecast was
given over to nothing more than a celeba-
tion of sculpted protoplasm, considered
beautiful according to' the current fads.
Perhaps it was gullible of me to hope for




The Most Beautiful Girl in the World
Pageant (telecast 30 January on Channel 4)
was an incredible mistake. Though there
were attempts to mitigate the mindlessness
normally attached to such shows, the pro-
gram was nothing more than a combination
commercial for Northwest Orient and
Hilton Hotels, and a cattle auction. ,
The women '(Yes, the name given to
female human beings who have passed pub-
erty is "women.") were paraded before the
cameras in many settings, including self-
designed aerobic routines and photography
sessions in -which the women were judged,
among other criteria, on the variety of
poses and "ability to create moods."
(Especial1y, one would guess, in the minds
of undersexed men.)
Before the airing of the program, the par-
ticipants were feasted and taken on a tour
of Honolulu, the site of the contest, and
surrounding areas. The tour and the luau
were filmed, and great care was taken to
show the Hilton logo as much as possible.
(The shameless promotional gimmickry
that pervaded the entire telecast reminded
this writer of Eric Njorl's Sap presented
on Monty Pytbon's Flying Circus"'by the
"North Malden Icelandic Saga Associa-
tion." It was alright, though this writer
had difficulty believing English knights of
the Dark Ages with "Invest in North Mal-
den" t-shirts.) Every possible opportunity
was taken to sell someone's product, two
examples are the line of cosmetics produced
by the "Official Make-Up Consultant" for
the pageant, or the scenes of the par-
ticipants being led in Jayne Kennedy's
aerobic routines by the authoress, who
was also the hostess of (he telecast.
While the personal interviews made some
mention of a need to improve one's mind,
the overall tendency of the telecast was to
paint women as having worth only when
mindless, constantly engaging in sexual in-
nuendo toward the male gender, and con-
The TIcker
still walk around and see the show. This is
why this is more than an Art show, it is an
Art Installation, giving Judy's pictures the
feeling of an explosion without the after-
effects.
Art Installations are the 5) X-Gallery's
trademark. I remember the last Installation,
The Abandoned Storefront Show, in which
gallery owner, curator, and Artist Ricki
Colicchio took part. But the focus of this
article is Judy Rifka, whose artistic exten-
sion transcends space and time, giving art a
whole new realm in which to work in, the
realm of the Expressionistic extensionism.
-Jesus Sterling
Judy Rijka - New Paintings
at Brooke Alextmder 20 W. 57
FebTIIIUY 23 - MIII'dI 24
The art shown in our last issue was by
Duze, an up-and-coming artist.
Also worth mentioning is Zephyr's show
at The Fun Gallery, East Tenth St. between
First and A.
-David Lubin
Ways respectively. Lennon wanted Grow
Old With Me to bean anthem for occasions
of ceremony and sentiment, specifically
weddings. It is a beautiful love song, very
apropos for the upcoming Valentine's Day.
John asks Yoko to grow old with hirr.and
whatever fate decrees, "we will see it
through for our love is true. G_d bless our
love. ", Not even The Beatles' love songs
were as powerful vows as these. Yoko
answers John's affirmation with You're the
One, where she declares that John makes
her free, he's the one - (The album is truly
A Heart Play, but not for lovers only). Len-
non's other songs on Milk and Honey are
testimony to the fact that his musical
capability has not diminished since the days
of collaborating with McCartney, whereas
McCartney's dwindled as time went on.
Yoko acknowledges each of John's songs
with her own confessions of devoted love
and faith.
The album is beautifully sentimental, due
to the outspoken disclosure of these two
people's love for each other and in the un-
fortunate reality tnat these are the last
words from John Lennon that we win ever
hear: All the sentiment and sympathy came
back to me Oistening to Milk and Honey) as
on that day in December 1980 when I first
heard Lennon was murdered. It is very un-
fortunate and unfair that this will be the last
testimony from the prolific song-
writer of one of the greatest rock and roll




J.cty Rirka: expIosIoIIs without after effects
After listening to Milk and Honey, a col-
lection of twelve tunes by John Lennon and
Yoko Ono, it dawned on me just how much
will be lacking in the world without Len-
non's brilliant music. Recorded at the same
time as Double Fantasy, Milk and Honey
does more justice to Lennon's musical
talent and ability than its predecessor. The
lyrics, written by Lennon . are solid
autobiographical statements by a world-
acclaimed artist. John felt that when he was
younger he lived in an illusion of freedom
and power, but now that he's .old~r there
are less complications, everything is clear
and the future is brighter. He felt that the
world expected too much from him, as he
declares in one of the album's sharpest cuts,
I Don't Wanna Face II: "you wanna save
humanity but its people that you just can't
stand." But whenever he becomes uncer-
tain and pessimistic, he is reassured.by
Yoko's Jove. as she sings in the following
song, "it's better to love than never lov~ at
all, if your hearts are lit drop your survival
kit. U
Yoke's album notes make the album
more meaningful and forces the listener to
become more sentimental to John's untime-
ly and irrational death. She writes that John
and she always thought that th«:y were
the reincarnation of Robert Browmng and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. The inside
cover contains Robert's Grow Old With Me
and Elizabeth's How Do I Love Thee? Let
Me Count the Ways. corresponding to
John's SOOgJl,~ YOj(9:S_ Let Me c;o..u..nJ-'!Ie
I was recently invited to Judy Rifka's
East Village Art Opening- for the 1984
season at the 51X gallery. When I arrived
the place was mobbed. You had everybody
from prestigious art critics to ultra chic
B-Boys. The effect was intellectuallv erotic.
4 Judy Rifka is a renowned artist, and has
been doing her "thing" quite successfully
for a number of years. Her work has been
exhibited all over the world and was part of
last year's Bicentennial Show at the
Whitney Museum of Modern Art, along
with many other contemporary artists such
as Keith Haring. Judy's fresh technique ex-
tends beyond the realm of canvas. For ex-
ample, the extensions of the canvas-
covered wood pieces make the paintings
come alive.
In an Art show, paintings are hung
against a white wall producing a very bland
effect, but in an Art Installation, every part
of the gallery becomes part of the show.
The walls, ceilings, and floors are all incor-
porated into Art. Don't worry - you can
I. • l • r·, ".
..Marley: 1945 • 1981
-Lisa R. Rhodes
February 14, 1984
If he had not died of cancer on May 11,
1981, Marley would probably have become
a living tragedy. As his illness grew worse,
(he refused all medical treatments as they
were against the tenets of his religion), he
became surrounded by "a swarm of
hustlers and hoods from Kingston and
Brooklyn," who made a habit of "running
up incredible bills ... and bringing
hookers, liquor, and hard drugs" into
Marley's hotel room after performances
at which he had fainted in exhaustion. Rita,
who had been kept in the dark about
Marley's condition, finally managed to con-
tact his lawyers and business associates in
an effort to cushion his fall before the end.
Catch A Fire is' a must read. The
historical and present data White pro-
vides regarding Jamaica's political,
economic, social, and cultural institutions is
a wealth of information which only tips the
iceberg of further studies. As for Marley
himself, the mystery still remains. No fault
of the author, however. Just the way J ah
intended it to be.
a cool, distant look that made one shiver in
his bones. Twice in the book White reac-
counts prophecies of death made by Marley
which came true.
In Bob's early teens, the family moved to
West Kingston where the Marleys found
their island to be one of unrest. Housed in a
tenant yard consisting of "sloppy half-
circle one-room shacks enclosed by a wall or
fence, " Bob was introduced to gang fights
and acquired the skills for survival in the
heat and musk of the streets. In his lat-
ter teens the family moved to the govern-
ment yards in Trench Town, where poverty
is inescapable.
In 1959, Bob gave up on his trade as a
welder after an eye injury and devoted
himself to music. White chronicles the
development of reggae and the diverse
peoples and cultures which influenced the
sound, along with Marley's evolution from
a "high-pitched tenor" to the most revered
musician in the Third World.
Marley's later life was a series of
suspicious events. After his marriage to
Rita Anderson and the formation of the
Wailers, Marley's music catapulted him to
the status of a messianic figure - the em-
bodiment of the Rastafarian ideal, (he con-
verted to the religion after Rita, who during
Selassie's visit to Jamaica in 1966, was
moved 'after seeing the holy stigma - a
deeply recessed scar'of the crucifixion nail
in the palm of Selassie's hand), and thus.
the target of political investigation by the
United States, and ironically, the Jamaican
government.
Marley became a pawn in the struggle for
power between now Prime Minister Edward
Seaga and the former Prime Minister
Michael Manley. Days before a scheduled
"Smile Jamaica" Festival in which Marley
and the Waiters were to perform, (held to
preoccupy the populace bef,&e the
December 1976 elections), Bob, Rita, and
members of the Wailers were ambushed
in a bullet raid at Marley's HopeRoad
residence. (Rita was shot by one of two
men. The bullet burrowed between her
scalp and skull).
The TIcker
to the first Bible. Said to have been written
in Amharic, (for centuries the official
language of Ethiopia, and allegedly the
original language of mankind), the Piby is
the source of the earliest Rasta songs and
chants, including the traditional "Rasta
Man Chant" which Marley recorded in the
mid-seventies.
A detailed account of the life and death
ofTafari Makonnen, a.k.a. Haile SeIassie I
of Ethiopia. is given, for he is considered to
be the personification of the Rastafarian
religion. Believed to be ••a direct descen-
dant of the biblical king Solomon of Jerusa-
lem and Queen Makeda of Sabo (Sheba), "
Selassie's bloodlines trace to Solomon's
grandfather Jesse, "the blackest Jew the
world had ever known. "
The life of Marcus Mosiah Garvey, a
native Jamaican, is also given. A descen-
dant of the Maroons, originally a band of
fifteen hundred African slaves released by
Spanish masters in 1655 who fled to the
Jamaican interior, Garvey's plea to "Look
to Africa for the crowning of a Black King. ' ,
is believed to be the spark which became
known as Rastafarianism. White's research
found that historians, particularly Robert
A. Hill of UCLA, who has written the first
complete biography of Garvey, have. found
"no evidence that Garvey ever made such
a prophecy about a divine black African
king. "
Born in the rural parish of S1. Ann,
Jamaica, on a date which is debatable,
(White reports that Cedella Marley Booker,
Bob's mother, recoIlects her son was born
two months earlier than the April 6, 1945
which is listed), Robert Nesta Marley was
the son of a white man, Captain Norval
Sin-Marley - an absentee father. As a
child Bob read palms, telling one woman he
could not read hers because "Yar palm is
full of crosses." Two days later her heart




Bob Marley: So Jah Seh
1. Fight tuition increase!
2. Register voters!
3. Set up cornpja'irrt tables"!
BE A STAFF MEMBER
ON




RoolD 409 (22nd St.)Student Center
"By and by, Jah shows every mon him
hand, and Jah has shown I mine. " .
Bob Marley
Catch A Fire: The Life of Bob Marley,
(Holt, Rinehart, and Winston), by Timothy
White, is the first definitive attempt to
unravel and explore the web of mystery sur-
rounding a man who became a legend and
the Jamaica that created him.
White's research is extensive. In addition
to conducting a series of personal interviews
with Marley over a period of seven years, he
also interviewed members of Marley's im- .
mediate and extended family, close, and
devout, friends, business and music
associates, and members of the Jamaican
government. White's readings included the
Jamaica Times, the Daily Gleaner, (a
Jamaican paper), and "any article of conse-
quence in Jamaica, the United Ki~om,or
the- United States on Jamaica, Bob Marley
or reggae." He also gained access to files
kept by the United States' Central In-
telligence Agency in the 1970's and early
1980's on the Jamaican reggae scene, the
Rastafarian movement, and the activities of
Marley.
The society that shaped Bob Marley is an
intricate one. Most of the black and brown
people of Jamaica are descended from the
Akans who were brought to the island as
slaves in the 1600's from the Gold Coast,
which is now Ghana. Jamaican patois,
which is presented thoughout the book, is
traced to three Twi dialects of the Ashanti,
Fanti, and Akwapim African tribes. The
cultures of the Spaniards and the British are
also intertwined.
The most powerful and intriguing ele-
ment of Jamaican society is the Rastafarian
religion which was the greatest influence in
Marley's life. White's research found the
basis of the religion to be the Holy Piby, the




him if he was ID the army. Red said,
,.1was never in the army, I beat the
army. I made the psychiatrist look
like a damn fool. " "Hey, Red," his ,,_
friend called to him. "I'm busy,"
Red responded, "I'm talking to my
wife.'~ He was telling his wife about
how buildings are closed down be-
cause of the junkies. Red and his
tongue were both twisted. but still
he managed to slur these words
with strong conviction. "To show
you how dope fiends mess up. They
renovated 311 and 309, four build-
ings. and those dope fiends were
ripping off each' other and the peo-
ple around there and the city made
them close it up. Yeah, a Puerto
Rican jealous of his wife was gonna





138 East 19 si., NYC 10003
Liscensed by the N. Y. State Dept. of Mental Hygiene
FEATUII£S
horses. I put 52.00 on a horse
named Paper-Pansey. Abuddy of
mine and me were workin when we
saw this horse named Paper-
Pausey, we won." He was inter-
rupted by the old woman. She said,
, 'Hey you, stop talking so loud so I
can talk." He responded by saying,
, ,We been sitting together, alright
well goddamn it, we can talk to-
gether, when you talk 1 listen. How
about letting me talk for a little
while." The old woman let her
gambling fool man talk. The old
man's name was "Red," maybe as
in "red wine." Red took a breath
and yelled out, "If 1 don't have 11
pints of Thunderbird (a one dollar>
wine) by 3 o'clock, I'm a goner."
As the breadline came to an end
and all the patrons had dispersed. Red doesn't like junkies. He feels
an elderly lady was flirting with an he's better than the junkies - he's
old Mexican man with one leg. just an alcoholic. People like Red,
Even though he was bound by a his wife, Alan, the cigarette collec-
wheelchair, the ol~ lady found it i~ tor, the old Mexican man bound by
her heart to play With the old Mexi- a wheelchair and his new found
can's groia.. As she did this, she .: compan16n,aJ; belong to tbe-'city's
hummed ••Here Comes The Bride. " street level society. Living in door-
With only, a few people remain- ways, subways. and on ~rl
ing to picnic on the steps of St , benches, these people, along with
Francis, the mingling was almost hundreds of others, come to the
over. Red was now screaming at breadline at St. Francis, where they
the top of his callous-covered voice know they can get a free baloney
box. "Protecting my motherfuckin' and cheese sandwich and a free cup
money. Do you understand? I of coffee.
wouldn't vote. These politiciansare The opinion s expressed in this
a bunch of jive turkeys. Especiat1y piece are not those of the writer or
the black ones. They're full of the Ticker. but oj the individuates)
shit. " One of Red' s friends asked quoted.
Call The
..'
- .. ,- ~.
; .. ' .'
WANTED: Success-oriented, self-motivated individual to work 2-4 hours per week
placing and filling posters on campus. Earn SSOO-plus each school year.
1-800-243-6679.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559 - $50,553/year. Now Hiring.
Your Area. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-3594
The TIcker
good people. " He was offered a
light. "No, I'll save it for later,
bye," he said. He then quickly
scurried away like a squirrel storing
up for winter. He was just one of
many line-standers taking advan-
.tage of someone smoking a ciga-
rette to add to their collection.
The next encounter with a bread-
line patron was a bit more convivi-
al. His name was Alan, a man
almost 70 years old. With what
sounded like pride Alan said, "I
don't come here all the time man,
my job man. senior citizen home.
People been coming here for years,
they been doing this for years.' , He
took another nibble of his baloney
and cheese breakfast, then he
sipped his coffee as if it was his last
sip. Alan said, "This food is better
then the food where 1 work."
When Alan was asked whether
or not the other people, on the
breadline work he said, "some of
'em do. some of 'em donr." Then
he explained in detail why he didn't
wort yesterday. ··Ididn-'t work yes-
terday, I got drunk man, real drunk
man like a' fool, I go today. Is
always something to do man. I'm
going to see my brother over-there.
see ya."
An old man and woman were
sitting in the corner on the church
steps. The old man started scream-
ing. "Well, I made 86 dollars and
change on a $2.00 bet, I'm a per-
centage gambler. If I can't beat a
thing, I don't play it. I beat the
breadline's patrons are there every
morning; others show up once or
twice a week until the concrete
walls of the city swallow them up
again.
"The great depression of 1983!"
a bony man screamed through his
loosely fitting teeth., The depres-
sion is still alive and well. The
church spends S5,000 a month feed-
ing 350 to 400 poor people every
mormng because ofit. "This should
be a very heavy week for us,"
Brother Albert said. "Near the end
of-the month, beforethe welfare
checks arrive, there are always 100
more people on line because they're
really hurting. Sunday's attendance
always drops. Every Sunday I won-
der where do they 'all go on week-
ends? I never know."
The breadline is not only a place
for its patrons to eat, but also a
place to mingle with their own kind.
The people on line are black, white,
Hispanic. Chinese, female, male,
young. old. and there is even one
hungry dog. The dog looks just like
"Pete" from the old T.V. show 'The
IJttle' Rasads, because of a large
black dot over its right eye. Pe"te
was eating crusts that his owner
and others on line were throwing
him. The camaraderie on the bread-
line is very real. No prejudice.
Everyone on the breadline is equal.
Everyone on the breadline is there
for the same reason - to eat.
"Can I have a cigarette, huh, are




-school or career planning
-sexual issues or
pregnancy
Our experienced professional staff provides short and long-term
counseling at NO (or very low) fees.
Febnuay 14, 1984
By Matthew S. Nadler
The first few men and women
stood on the breadline before 6
a. rn . When the kitchen doors
opened a half an hour later, there
were approximately 350 to 400 of
them waiting to be given a free
baloney and cheese sandwich and a
free cup of coffee. Brother Albert
Aldrich stepped out from the kit-
chen. "Okay, he said, "please
form a single line and let the ladies
go first." From the other side of
the coffee urn. 45 women came for-
ward; some of them New York's
"shopping bag ladies." Others
were welfare mothers.
The breadline is outside of St.
Francis of Assisi' s Church on the
northeast corner of 31st Street,
near Seventh A venue. It has been
there every morning for the last 52
years. The group of men and wom-
en who come to stand on this seem-
ingly endless line consists of regu-
lars; manyare-dope .addicts, alco-
holics. and according to Brother
Albert, the man who has been run-
ning the breadline for the past 12'
years. many are "problem peo-
ple" - mentally disturbed. The
rest of the breadline is made up of
those who are just down on their
luck today, but may be employed
tomorrow. Brother Albert said.
"there are a small percentage out
there from broken families. and a
lot of runaways." Some of the
Assertiveness Training To Be Conducted In March
By Dr. Elaine Soto
The Counseling Division of Student Personnel Services is offering a
workshop to help students improve their assertion skill, The workshop
will be conducted Thursdays between 12:45 and 2:15 PM starting
March 1st and will run for 8 sessions until April 26, 1984, RoomJ703.
Students interested in assessing their level of assertiveness and learn-
ing new ways of expressing themselves can sign up at the Counseling
Office 360 Park Avenue South, Rm. 1735, or call Dr. Soto or Betty
Schoenberger at 725-4461 or 4458. The group will be limited to 10
students, and the last day for signing up for screening is February 16,
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New York, NY 10159
ing, the Statesmen are 7th in the 8-
team CUNY conference.
The Statesmen's failure to win
has not diminished team confi-
dence, nor has it precipitated a
losing attitude. It is. of course,
clear that this is a young inexperi-
enced team, but the Statesmen
have the ability to rise to the
occasion. They have lost to almost
every team in the conference at
least once. As for the CUNY tourn-
. arnent, the reaction of revenge is
not an. impulse that is highly re-
garded with favor. For the States-
men, it just might have to be.
Economics 1002
State Zip _
. Baruch 1.0. No. _
"'15
States... o. the co.ft.
. '.. ,' . -.,.',' '.
SPORTS
abortive as Kings Point defeated
the turnover-plagued Statesmen
(35) by the score, 79-57. Charles
Powell had 10 pts. and 10 rebounds
in the game, Kerwin Edwards con-
tributed 26 pts , along with 8 re-
bounds. In the next game, the
Statesmen fell short, losing to York.
75-72. A bad pass by Charles Powell
and missed free throws down the
stretch brought Baruch's overall
record to seven wins and 13 losses.
Joe Chapman and Chris Macleod
led Baruch with 15 pts, 10 rebs.
and 19 pts.. 8 rebs., respectively.
With one conference game remain-
Econom ics 1001
There will be a NEONnotes representative
at your first lecture class meeting. Have
your certified check or money order ready
for him OR mail to NEONnotes NOW!
_ YES. Please sign me up for a Semester's subscription to NEONnotes
for the coursers) I've checked -below.
For just a few cents more than a subway token each week,
you can receive your own copy of NEONnotes.
Each course available now for the low price of
only $14.75 per semester.
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NEONnotes Services.
nEDnn[]1es Offers You:
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• Dependable, quality, typed lecture notes.
• A valuable supplement to your own notes.
• An additional information resource.




very strongly. Overall, the States-
men must play polished basketball,
and execute those little things that
will only payoff in the long run.
By January 7th, the Statesmen
had taken a thrashing by Staten
Island (98-70) and rallied to beat
John Jay, 79-65. Against John Jay.
Kerwin Edwards, in 29 minutes of
play,came off the bench to spark
the team, scoring 12 pts. and pull-
ing down 13 reb-ounds. On Jan.
rl'14th, Baruch disengaged City Col-
lege, 70-61. After a low scoring
first half, the Statesmen got three
players into double figures: Chris
Macleod (13 pts, 7 rebs); Kerwin
Edwards (10 pts, 5 rebs); and Der-
ric Howard (10 pts, 5 rebs). Ron
Rey also handed out 7 assists for
the game.
In a turnover-plagued game, Ba-
ruch went up against Staten Island
again, and received their 8th loss of
the season. Both teams shot poorly
- Baruch (39% from the field,
470/0 from line); Staten Island (43%
from the field, 43 % from line), but
Baruch was stagnant offensively
and lost, 59-78. On Jan. 21st, the
Statesmen could not stop Hunter
defensively. Hunter's George Black
led all scorers with 27 pts. and 11
rebounds. Chris Macleod led Ba-
ruch with 10 rebounds and 16 points
in a losing effort, 76-64. After a dis-
heartening loss to Jersey City State,
on Jan. 25th, Kerwin Edwards had
another great game (23 pts, 3 rebs,
3 asts.) but it meant nothing as Leh-
man stunned Baruch, 65-50.
In a non-conference game, Ba-
ruch's minimal effort proved to be
,
good man-to-man defensive team.
Costly fouls and mental errors have
made each game difficult down the
stretch.
Individually, for the season,
Charles Powell has maintained rea-
sonable stability. By leading the
team in rebounding (8.7 rpg), field
goal percentage (51 %), and blocked
shots (20) Powell averages only 6.3
points per game. Kevin Goines con-
tinues to lead the team in scoring
(13.9 PP2). Defensively, Goines has
trouble containing other forwards.
Guard Ron Rey leads the team in
assists (78) but as of late has not
been shooting well from the field
(36.5070) and leads the team in
turnovers. Freshman Joseph Chap-
man is presently starting in the off
guard position. Chapman has
shown good potential and has been'
hitting the contested shot. Center
Chris Macleod is second at re-
bounding at 7.5 rpg and third i'n
scoring (12.9 ppg). Macleod is cap-
able of more productivity, which
will only help when tournament
time begins.
Off the bench is Kerwin Edwards,
who is third in rebounding (5.2 rpg)
and second in scoring (13.2 ppg).
Edwards is coming on strong and is
improving on taking the high per-. ,
centage shot. The team IS rounded
out by power forward Darryl Don-
aldson and guard Derric Howard.
Donaldson, a strong rebounder,
has improved with every game and
will be a big plus toward the end of
the season. Howard, however, has
had an inconsistent season. Some-
times seen as a liability offensive-
ly, Howard can finish the season
There Has Been A Revolution
In Lecture Notes
Taking Place Right Under
Your Very Noses!
WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THE ARRIVAL OF
flEDnn[]1es, The NoteTaking Service,
to Baruch College
Like any significant intellectual revolution, the
arrival of high-tech notetaking tools was greeted.
with some reluctance by people who managed to
get on without them.
But the value of a business student's time and
the pressure of competition have made the
revolution in notetaking inevitable.
For less than a buck a week, you can have your
copy by filling out the subscription form.
Notetaking services are now being offered at
some of the leading Universities in America. For
example, UCLA, University of California at Berkley,
and the University of Washington, just to name a
few.
February 14, 1984
-L1STEN-TO-YOUR·LECTURER FOR-A CH_..~.~ --




In describing a typical game for
th Baruch College Men's Varsity
Basketball Team, the images of the
immediate aftermath are imprinted
on one's mind. There is silence,
frustration, and the rattling elation
of the opponent. For the Statesmen,
the desperate search for consisten-
cy is on.
As the fall semester came to a
close, the team record was 5 wins
and 6 losses. The team experienced
problems, and was undermanned,
as a result of injuries, personal
problems. and ineligibles. The
Statesmen have reacquired center
. Troy Whitney and guard Aubrey
Smith from last year's squad. Join-
ing the team are .freshman guard
Marion Haigler and forward Kenny
James. Adversity lingered as a re-
sult of injuries to starters Kevin
Goines (sprained ankle) and Ron
Rey (sprained wrist). Fortunately,
both players resumed play on Jan-
uary 30th.
With the City University Basket-
ban Conference Tournament begin-
ning on Feb. 20th, Coach Rankis
awaits a possible period of renais-
sance. Despite the notable defi-
ciencies of the team, Coach Rankis
exhorts the need for team confi-
dence and execution. If the team
reasserts itself for the remainder of
the season, the possibility of win-
ning will not be so limited. The
Statesmen are shooting only 440/0
from the field and have a concen-
trated amount of turnovers (483;24


















In today's competitive job market, you
may need more than a college degree
to get your start in business. Berkeley
offers a choice of short-term skill






YES! I want more information about the
following Berkeley School:
Address
Lifetime placement assistance is a
benefit for all Berkeley graduates.
Classes start April 2, 1984.
Six convenient locations. You owe it to










Drawer F. Little Falls, NJ 07424
(21") 8'+2-0321
CA~~ US DAILY
~=~=~x~== MO~DAY THROUGH SATURDAY
10:A.M. TO 6:P,M,
S • B TYPING SERVICE
P.O. BOX 5'+7
BRONX, NEW YORK 10'+73
::::::;:;:x::..:.::::
LET 5 ~ B TYPI~G SERVICE GIVE YOUR CORRESPONDE~LE
THAT PROFESSIONAL-PERSONAL TOUCH!
-TERM PAPERS- -RESUMES- -MANuSCRIPTS- -MAILI~G LISTS-
-FILL-IN FORMS- -REPORTS- -LABE~S- -ADVtRTISE~ENTS~
-&vS;NE5~;PERSONAl/COvtRL~ITEK~- -PAMPHlETS- -FLYERS-
-PROPO~AlS- -XERUX LUPIES- -MESSENGER SERw.CC-
-MONTHLY TYPING SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE-
Ie !O~ C~~~OT ;5E OUR SERVICE PLEASE PASS ~LONG OUR NUMBER ro A F~lENC_ ...
"At The Manhattan Womens
Medical Center'rtbe finest
gynecological care is well within
your budget: 'Thl '.
. We offer a full range of services
including prenatal care and the
medical alternative toan unplanned
pregnancy.
Your relaxed consultation with
Dr. Andre Nehorayoff- ourBoard
Certified Surgeon - is absolutely
free of charge along with a preg-
nancy-test and-counseling.
Our private facility issuperbly equipped assuring you ofquali-
ty hospital care. . '
Convenient evening & weekend appointment areavailable.
FOR FREE CONSULTAnON CML (212)473-6500
The Manhattan Womens Medical Center
115 East 23rd si (Bet. Park Ave. So. &Lex.)
New York, N.Y.
"Come see us - your weD being is our concern" T\I
Sigma Alpha Alpha
provides free tutoring
at BL 13 of 360 PAS.
The Ticker
Take an opportunity [0 discuss careers in banking with
Irving Trust. Now is the time to find out about us. We
will be on campus
Tuesday, February 21
Contact your career planning office to sign up for an
interview. We are an equal opportunitv employer.
Irving Trust, one of the largest banks in the U.S.,
boasts the human, financial and technological resources
to significantly impact the future of the banking indus-
try. We're large enough to provide exceptionally broad
services to a wide range of customers ... yet small
enough to utilize everyone's special strengths and recog-
nize individual achievement.
WANTED
Report From Number One Wall Street
To make it big in
banking you have to
be in the right place















STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17
AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU
SEMEN will be used
for artificial insemination
for couples
who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
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Putting out a newspaper is a challenging collabora-
tion with driven, obsessive people you'll never
forget, an experienceyou'Il draw on for the rest of
your life. We're not just a club, we don't just hang
out and give ourselves parties. We contribute to the
quality of life on our beloved non-campus. If you
want to make friends and work, work, work visit
Room 307 of the Student Center or call us at
725-7620/2 during school hours.
SPORTS EDITOR Assign stories, coach writers,
layout. Give the section an identity.
WRITERS Treat yourself to a byline. Investigate
the inner workings of the Baruch Community.
NEWS: Deal with faculty and administration in-a
businesslike situation. FEATURES: Explore the tex-
tures and colors of college life. ARTS: Respond to
the cultural riches of the city. OP-ED: Argue your
heart out. SPORTS: Follow the action. Analyze the
results.
PHOTOGRAPHERS Get your work in print.
Anyone with enthusiasm and an eye is welcome.
PROOFREADERS Find mistakes in galleys and
final boards. Meticulous detail work.
ARTIST Layout copy and photographs. Draw il-
lustrations, political cartoons and comic strips.
TYPIST Type handwritten .or heavily corrected
drafts to be sent to the printer. Occasional letters
and announcements.
